A Kind of Potential Practical Sensors of Metamaterial in Electromagnetic Flaw Nondestructive Testing
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Abstract

We present a new kind of method of electromagnetic flaw nondestructive testing with coating of metamaterials and simulation near electromagnetic field property for test crack. The simulation of improving a Nondestructive testing (NDT) probe electromagnetic radiant property by Metamaterials (MMs) covering a tiny current element is investigated and analyzed using Ansoft HFSS based on finite element method (FEM), which permittivity and permeability are negative. Electromagnetic model: Ideal MMs ball shell with inner radius of 1 mm and outer radius variation, and the shell’s relative permittivity and relative permeability are all –3.0, dielectric loss tangent and magnetic loss tangent are all 0.1; and exciting current element length is with 0.3 mm, diameter 0.2 mm, value 1 mA at frequency 10 GHz; and simulation is with radiation boundary conditions. The simulating near electromagnetic field variety with ratio of inner radius and out radius, and so near or local field of MMs sensor on a surface crack, as well as comparing near field value of sensor with coating common material are finished. Results can be seen that MMs film sensor near electromagnetic field and radiation properties are obviously better than other two kinds of structures without coating medium and coating with common medium, and Metamaterial may be opened out some new kinds of sensors in electromagnetic flaw nondestructive testing for potential practical applications in future.
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1. Introduction

In 1967, Veselago theoretically considered a homogeneous isotropic electromagnetic material in which both permittivity and permeability were assumed to have negative real values. Since the E, H fields and the wave vector k of a propagating plane EM wave form a left-handed system in these materials, Veselago referred to them as “left-handed” media, or metamaterial media [1-3]. In such a medium, he concluded, the direction of the Poynting vector of a monochromatic plane wave is opposite to that of its phase velocity. It suggests that this isotropic medium supports backward-wave propagation and its refractive index can be regarded negative. Since these materials were not available until recently, the interesting concept of negative refraction, and its various electromagnetic and optical consequences, suggested by Veselago, had received little attention. This was until Smith et al. [4], inspired by the work of Pendry et al. [3,5] constructed a composite “medium” in the microwave regime by arranging periodic arrays of small metallic wires and split-ring resonators [4,6-9] and demonstrated the anomalous refraction at the boundary of this medium, which is the result of negative refraction in this artificial medium [8]. Metamaterials are broadly defined as artificial effectively homogeneous electromagnetic structures with unusual properties not readily available in nature. This opened the field of composite materials or metamaterials for microwaves and optical applications. Since the idea proposed by Victor Veselago in 1968, the availability of such a material is taken up nowadays and extended [10-21]. In this paper, we present a new kind of sensor of electromagnetic flaw nondestructive testing with coating of metamaterial and then apply it to simulate near electromagnetic field property for test crack. Our aim is to find out some application of metamaterial covering in sensor through better field design, and this method can greatly improve the near electromagnetic...
field and radiation properties of the transducer.

2. Split Ring Resonators (SRRs)

Double split ring resonator (SRR) is a common kind of metamaterial cell, and conductive structure in which the capacitance between the two rings balances its inductance, Figure 1. A time-varying magnetic field applied perpendicular to the rings surface induces currents which in dependence on the resonant properties of the structure, produce a magnetic field that may either oppose or enhance the incident field, thus resulting in positive or negative effective \( \mu \). For a circular double split ring resonator in vacuum and with a negligible thickness, the following approximate expression is valid [22]:

\[
\mu_{\text{eff}} = 1 - \frac{\pi r^2/a}{1 + 2\gamma - \frac{2d}{\pi d}}
\]

where, \( a \) is the unit cell length, and \( \gamma \) is electrical conductance. It becomes negative for \( \omega_{0m} < \omega < \omega_{pm} \), where \( \omega_{0m} \) is the resonant frequency (for which \( \mu_{\text{eff}} \to \pm \infty \)); \( \omega_{pm} \) is the magnetic plasma frequency (for which \( \mu_{\text{eff}} \to 0 \)). Usually, there is a narrow frequency range where the \( \mu_{\text{eff}} < 0 \).

Thin metallic wires were described as one of the earliest structures with negative permittivity \( \varepsilon \), and the media with the embedded thin metallic wires can be as artificial dielectrics for microwave applications, Figure 2. The structure with \( \varepsilon < 0 \) described by Pendry consists of a square matrix of infinitely long parallel thin metal wires embedded in dielectric medium. In the situation, the medium is air or vacuum, and the radius of a single wire is very thinner than the distance between two wires, that is \( r \ll a \), the effective dielectric permittivity can be written as follow [23]:

\[
\varepsilon_{\text{eff}} \approx 1 - \frac{\omega_p^2}{\omega^2}
\]

where, \( \omega_p \) is the plasma frequency for the longitudinal plasma mode. Clearly, it becomes negative for \( \omega < \omega_p \).

3. Metamaterial Sensor Simulation

Simulation of improving the Nondestructive testing (NDT) transducer electromagnetic radiant property by Metamaterials (MMs) covering a tiny current element is investigated and analyzed using Ansoft HFSS based on finite element method (FEM), which permittivity and relative permeability are negative.

3.1. Electromagnetic Model and Assigning Materials

The ideal MMs ball shell film is with inner radius of 1 mm and outer radius variation, and the shell’s relative permittivity and relative permeability are all –3.0, dielectric loss tangent and magnetic loss tangent are all 0.1.

3.2. Selecting the Solution Type

Choose the Driven Modal solution type when we want HFSS to calculate the modal-based S-parameters of passive, high-frequency structures such as micro strips, waveguides, sensors, and transmission lines. The S-matrix solutions will be expressed in terms of the incident and reflected powers of waveguide modes.
3.3. Assigning Boundaries

For Driven Modal, a radiation boundary is used to simulate an open problem that allows waves to radiate infinitely far into space, such as antenna designs. HFSS absorbs the wave at the radiation boundary, essentially ballooning the boundary infinitely far away from the structure. A radiation surface does not have to be spherical, but it must be exposed to the background, convex with regard to the radiation source, and located at least a quarter wavelengths from the radiating source. In some cases the radiation boundary may be located closer than one-quarter wavelength, such as portions of the radiation boundary where little radiated energy is expected. Here, simulation is with radiation boundary conditions. See Figure 3.

Excitations in HFSS are used to specify the sources of electromagnetic fields and charges, currents, or voltages on objects or surfaces in the design. We may assign the current source of excitations to a Driven Modal solution type HFSS design, and exciting current element length is with 0.3 mm, diameter 0.2 mm, value 1 mA at frequency of 10 GHz.

4. Running Simulations and Conclusions

After specify how HFSS is to compute the solution, we begin the solution process. Adaptive solution, maximum number of 15, and maximum delta energy 0.08 are selected for solution setup, we get some results as following: For three kinds of states of a sensor with coating MMs, those are coating common medium and without coating, simulating near electromagnetic field variety with ratio of inner radius and outer radius, see Figure 4. Near field is that one its distance less than 20 mm from exciting source point. Suppose test an aluminum work piece with surface crack by the MMs sensor with $r_1/r_2 = 0.5$, crack length 6 mm, width 1 mm, and depth 0.1 mm, the near field around crack flaw see Figure 5; and comparing to near field value of probe with coating common material see Figure 6. Results can be seen from Figure 4 that for MMs film sensor, near electromagnetic field property is obviously better than other two kinds of structures without coating medium and coating with common medium, and near field value is variety of ratio inner radius and out radius. When $r_1/r_2 = 0.5$ and no load, near and local field of MMs sensor can reach to 10 dB, but only –21 dB for sensor with coating common medium, and –22 dB for sensor without coating any medium. We get from Figure 6 that near field of a MMs sensor is higher about 30 dB than one of transducer coating common medium when $r_1/r_2 = 0.5$ and with load.
Similarly, radiation power of MMs sensor can reach to $-53$ dB, but only $-74$ dB for sensor with coating common medium, and $-75$ dB for sensor without coating any medium. MMs sensor is higher about 20 dB than one of transducer coating common medium. Near field and radiation power are both important properties of a sensor. From above results, we know that MMs film sensor is excellent for near electromagnetic field and radiation properties. So some metamaterial nondestructive electromagnetic sensors including sound wave transducer may be opened out for potential practical applications in future.
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